GDR60
2-Tier Horizontal Dumbbell Rack

The industrial grade GDR60 is a two tier dumbbell rack for a 5-50lb hex dumbbell set; an optional third tier allows for expansion. Heavy gauge steel with 4-side welded construction is deburred inside and out for smoothness. Heavy-duty 2” x 3” mainframe construction features a reversed pitch design that allows easy access to all tiers. The GDR60 2-Tier Horizontal Dumbbell Rack includes shelves for the top two tiers, these hold up to one set of 5-50lb. hex style dumbbell pairs.

Special Features
• Holds one (1) pair each 5-50 lb. Hex Dumbbells
• Optional 3rd Tier (#GDRT6) allows storage of up to 70 lb. Hex Dumbbell pairs
• Heavy-duty 2”x 3” mainframe features a reversed pitch design
• Ideal for home and commercial use

Optional 3rd Tier
GDRT6 - Dumbbell Tier
GKRT6 - Kettlebell Tier
GMRT6 - Medicine Ball Tier

Weight: 79 lbs
Dimensions: 23”L x 62”W x 32”H

Warranty
Frame & Welds ......................... Lifetime
Bushings and Hardware ...........3 Years
Pads, Cables and Grips ............ 1 Year

Frame & Welds ......................... Lifetime
Bushings and Hardware ........... Lifetime
Pads, Cables and Grips ............ Lifetime